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Certification Exam Review

Resources

NRS 361 Statutory Dates

Land Description Diagram

Need Help? ----- LGSTraining@tax.state.nv.us

Some hints for all written multiple-choice exams
Actually read the directions and the questions (make sure you know what the 
question is asking for, is it months, annual, rate, factor?)

Know your calculator (suggest using four decimal places)

If you don’t know the answer, guess (multiple choice)

Scan through the exam and answer the easy ones

Don’t get stuck on a question, mark it, come back later

Process of elimination (better guessing)

Make sure you mark your answer sheet the way you intended

Review and revise, but don’t over-think a question

Don’t assume there are any trick questions 
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Important words to read carefully

NV, NRS, NAC

- Taxable Value

- Assessed Value

- Adjusted Actual Age

- Depreciation (1.5%)

- Highest Legal (if vacant) or 
Current use if Improved

- Replacement Cost (SF)

Appraisal Theory

- Market Value

- Appraised Value

- Effective Age

- Accrued Depreciation

- HABU

- Replace or Reproduction

Ag Land Classifications

I Intensive Use
C Cultivated Land
N Native Meadow Land or Wild Hay Land
P Pasture Land
G Grazing Land

I Intensive Use
• does not depend on 

the quality of the 
soil for production

• operations whose 
products do not 
grow out of the soil 
but whose 
operations are 
carried out entirely 
on the soil
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C Cultivated Land
Land developed 
for agricultural 
use and is no 
longer in its 
natural 
condition

N Native Meadow Land 
or Wild Hay Land

Irrigated by streams 
or rivers and has not 
been cultivated

P Pasture Land
Not “harvested and stored” as with 

Wild Hay Lands (Native), therefore, the 
value of  Pasture Lands are measured 
by the “Carrying Capacity” per acre
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G Grazing Land
Usually lacks irrigation and has a lower 
carrying capacity per acre than pasture 

land. It is commonly identified as “range 
land”, either open or fenced

Open-Space
A program for land 

preservation, as well 
as for sites 

designated as 
historic by the Office 

of Historic 
Preservation

Open-space real property
Land that….

Is used as a golf course
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Open-Space Valuation
The Nevada Tax Commission adopted a formula that grants open-space use 
assessments (except golf courses) a discount of 9 percent for a term of 3 
1/2 years, which yields a discount factor of 0.74

Open-space value thus equals taxable value of the open-space property 
times a factor of 0.74. Therefore assessed value equals 35 percent of the 
open-space use value. 

For open-space historic sites with both land and improvements, apply the 
0.74 factor to the taxable value of both land and improvements.

Example
The subject property, is a Registered Historical Building on a one acre site and it 

qualifies as open-space land 

The full cash value of comparable land nearby, which is not
open-space, equals $100,000 per acre

The taxable value (RCNLD) of the subject improvements equals $50,000

Land $100,000 x 0.74 = $ 74,000 x 35% = $ 25,900 (reduced AV)

Improvements $50,000 x 0.74 = $37,000 x 35% = $12,950 (reduced AV)

Total open-space use Assessed Value $25,900+$12,950 = $38,850 (total AV taxed)
*

Same property without the open-space tax deferral
Land $100,000 x 35% = $ 35,000

Improvements $50,000 x 35% = $17,500
Total Assessed Value = $52,500

*

You have appraised a 100-year old 
historical residential property at 

$125,000 replacement Cost New for the 
improvements and $15,000 full cash 

value for the land. The property 
qualified for open-space deferment with 

a discount factor of 0.74. Assessment 
ratio is 35%. What is the total assessed 

Value?
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$100,000
X  .25

25,000

$100,000
X  .25

25,000
+15,000

40,000

$100,000
X  .25

25,000
+15,000

40,000
X  0.74
29,600

Slide # 18
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$100,000
X  .25

25,000
+15,000

40,000
X  0.74
29,600

X  .35
$10,360

Slide # 19

Any application for agricultural use 
assessment must be filed on or before 
June 1 of any year:
With the County Assessor if the property 

contains 20 acres or more 
With the Department, if the property 

contains LESS than 20 acres

20

“Converted to a higher use” 
(P.R.E.Z.):  

1) A Physical alteration of the surface enabling a higher use;  

2) Recording of a final map or parcel map which creates one or 
more parcels not intended for Ag use; 

3) The Existence of a final map or parcel map which creates one or 
more parcels not intended for Ag use; or 

4) A change in Zoning to a higher use made at the request of the 
owner. 

NRS 361A.031(1)

21
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Head of the Department is the Nevada 
Tax Commission (NTC). 

22

Who is authorized to define the 
classifications and determine the 

valuations of AG land?

Nevada Tax 
Commission

(hint:  setting rates or values, think NTC; 
doing studies or developing manuals 
think Department of Taxation or….)

Temporary Certification

This certificate is issued by the Department to a person newly hired 
by the State of any of its political subdivisions to perform the duties 

of an appraiser for tax purposes; and shall expire two(2) years 
following date of hire or upon successful completion of the 

Certification Examination given by the Department, whichever 
occurs first (NRS 361.222).

The Temporary Certificate is not renewable.
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Appraiser Education
NEW APPRAISERS

Must meet 180 hours of approved Continuing Education during the 
first 5 years (Milestone 1).  This equals 36 hours of continuing 
education per year during this milestone.

Before the end of this milestone, at least 4 of the 180 hours must 
be earned in ethics and professional standards training.

If an appraiser takes more than 36 hours, the excess will NOT carry 
over into the next milestone (3 year period).

Need 36 hours to maintain

Personal Property Manual 

……..is where Personal property 
depreciation schedules appear

The assessor should consider when 
determining Full Cash Value………

“The uses to which the land may lawfully be put, 

its legal and physical restrictions, 

its terrain, 

and the uses of other land in the vicinity….”
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Determine the effective tax rate for a 
jurisdiction with a nominal tax rate of 

$3.42 per $100 of assessed value and a 
35% assessment ratio? 

$3.42÷100=.0342

$3.42÷100=.0342

.0342 X .35 = .01197

1.197 Percent
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Full Cash Value is the most probable 
price which property would bring in a 
competitive and open market under all 

conditions requisite to a fair sale.

Elements of Value

Desirability
Utility
Scarcity
Transferability

32

Which of the following rights of government derives 
from police power?

Escheat

Taxation

Eminent domain

Zoning

Estate planning

33
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Which of the following rights of government derives 
from police power?

Escheat

Taxation

Eminent domain

Zoning

Estate planning

34

Eminent Domain

– The right of government to take private 
property for public use with just 
compensation. 

35

Escheat

– Right of government that gives the state 
ownership of a property when there is no 
longer an owner. 

36
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The principle of Substitution is the basis of the 
three approaches to value.

37

Which four forces affect value in a regional or neighborhood analysis?

Physical (environmental), Economic, Governmental, Social

PEGS

38

Sinkhole Swallows Home

Real Property v. Real Estate

Real Property = 

The sum of tangible and intangible qualities of land 
and improvements includes rights of ownership!

Real Estate = 

The physical parcel of land, its improvements and 
appurtenances.

39
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Properties exempt from taxation:

-Property located within a public airport available for 
use by general public

-Taylor Grazing Act

-Federal property for which payments are made in 
lieu of taxes

-Bureau of services for the blind

40

Personal Property consists of every kind 
of property that is NOT real property; 

– Movable without damage to itself or the 
real estate

– Subdivided into tangible and intangible
– Furnishings, artwork, antiques, gems and 

jewelry, machinery and equipment, are 
NOT Real Estate

41

Under NRS, which of the following is not a valid 
method for determining obsolescence?

Comparative sales, based on prices actually paid in 
market transactions.

Basing the value on the highest and best use of the 
property rather than the current use.

A summation of the estimated full cash value of the land 
and contributory value of the improvements.

Capitalization of the fair economic income expectancy or 
fair economic rent, or an analysis of the discounted cash 
flow

42
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Under NRS, which of the following is not a valid 
method for determining obsolescence?

Comparative sales, based on prices actually paid in 
market transactions.

Basing the value on the highest and best use of the 
property rather than the current use.

A summation of the estimated full cash value of the land 
and contributory value of the improvements.

Capitalization of the fair economic income expectancy or 
fair economic rent, or an analysis of the discounted cash 
flow

43

Ratio Study considers

Ratio of Assessed Value to Taxable 
Value

44

The correct range for assessed value to 
taxable value 

32.0% to 36%

Why?

45
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Improvement Factors

Developed by Department of Taxation; 
approved by county assessor; and 
adopted by the NTC

46

NRS 361.260(5) provides that assessors may either apply a 
factor to improvements in non-reappraisal areas or they have 
the option of determining the replacement cost and 
subtracting all applicable depreciation and obsolescence for 
improvements. The Department calculates the improvement 
factor based on the change in costs reported by the Marshall 
and Swift Costing Service from the previous year.  

47

Improved Land means

Land on which there is an improvement 
sufficient to identify the current actual use

48
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Centrally Assessed Appeals

State Board of Equalization
District Court

Nevada Supreme Court

49

Locally Assessed Appeals

County Board of Equalization
State Board of Equalization

District Court
Nevada Supreme Court

Assessors reappraise all real property at 
least once every 

5 years

50

Personal Property rented to the public 
as part of business operations is NOT 

exempt

51
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Identify the Appraisal Problem

Define Scope of Work

Collect and analyze data

Select appropriate units of comparison

Make reasonable adjustments to the 
comparables based on the market

Reconcile this information with the subject
– Subject property is compared to recently sold 

comparable properties

52

Sales Comparison Approach

Supportable: reflects the actions of the marketplace

The interaction of supply and demand factors 
determines property prices

Arms length’ transaction- buyer does not have a 
direct relationship w/seller

53

Sales Comparison Approach
Elements of Comparison

Property Rights
Financing

Conditions of Sale
Marketing Conditions (Time)

Location
Physical Characteristics

54
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Sales Comparison Approach

Gross Rent Multiplier (months)GRM

Gross Income Multiplier (Value/Income)GIM

Effective Gross Income Multiplier (Value/EGI)

55

Sales Comparison Approach

Apply Adjustments to the Comparables

May be Lump $um or Percentage%

56

Sales Comparison Approach

Upper limit of Value- List/asking price from sellers 

Lower limit of Value- Offer price from buyers

57
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Time Adjustment

Now minus Then 
Divided by
Then = %

Months or Years? Read carefully

58

Time Adjustment
Example 1

Now = $50,000
Then = $40,000

($50,000 - $40,000) ÷ $40,000 = 25%

Example 2
Cost Index then: 1.26
Cost Index Now: 1.42

(1.42-1.26) ÷ 1.26 = 0.127 
(hint: think of this as a percentage change, 

12.7% increase)

59

Reproduction cost = exact replica

60
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Replacement cost = similar utility

61

Principle of Substitution

Basis for ALL THREE approaches to value, a 
rational, informed buyer will pay no more for 
a property than the cost of acquiring an 
acceptable substitute. 

62

Principle of Contribution

The value of a component is measured in 
terms of its contribution to the value of the 
whole. The property components must be in 
proper proportion if optimum value is to be 
achieved or sustained. An improper balance 
may result in an under-improvement or an 

over-improvement. Cost does not necessarily 
equal value. 

63
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In appraisal theory, depreciation means the loss in 
value from all causes, including obsolescence, but NV 
statute has distinguished between depreciation and 

obsolescence. 

The physical wear and tear is calculated by a set 
straight line depreciation rate of 1-1/2 % annually up 

to 50 years, and all the rest of the loss in value, 
including remaining value when RCNDL exceeds 

market value, is thrown into the term “obsolescence” 

64

Quantity Survey Method 

Unit-In-Place Method 

Square Foot Method 

Cost Index Method (Factored Historical)

Most to 
least 
accurate

65

Quantity Survey Method 

Every nail, every board, everything is counted

Most Accurate and most detailed of the 4 methods

66
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Unit-in-Place Method

Direct and Indirect Costs of each Building 
Component

2nd most accurate method

67

Square Foot Method

Cost method that uses cost data available from 
cost services or in cost manuals

Best method for mass appraisal 

68

Cost Index Method
or

Factored Historical (time)

Estimates building cost by multiplying its original 
cost by an index factor based on when it was built

Least accurate method

Factored historical costs results in a reproduction 
cost of the improvements
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COST INDEX METHOD CONT’D
(FACTORED HISTORICAL)

• Example:  House built 20 years ago for $80,000
Cost index when house was built was 1.10
Current cost index is 1.40
What is the RCN?

• Calculation:
Current index / prior index = multiplier
Multiplier * historical cost = RCN

Multiplier:  1.40 / 1.10 = 1.27
RCN: 1.27 * $80,000 = $101,600

70

4 Methods of the Cost Approach
Most to least accurate
Quantity Survey Method 

Unit‐In‐Place Method 

Square Foot Method 

Cost Index Method 
(Factored Historical)

9
/1
9
/2
0
1
7

71

Building Costs
There are 2 types of costs  associated with building

Direct  (Hard) Costs- Costs in a project that are not
variable, such as labor, materials and profit. 

Indirect (Soft) Costs- Variable costs, all costs other 
than labor, materials and profit. Costs not associated 

with the direct building of the project

72
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NAC 361.128 Dictates that the calculation of 
cost of replacement is to be done using Marshall 
and Swift Costing Manuals or the Manual of rural 

building costs or if no cost is available, submit for 
approval from the Executive Director for use of an 

alternative cost

73

Steps in the Cost Approach
Site Value

+ Replacement/Reproduction Cost 
New

- Depreciation 
= Value

1. Estimate the value of the land, as if the property were vacant, 
considering its current use (NRS 361.227) or highest and best use 
(appraisal theory)
2. Estimate Replacement Cost New (NRS 361.227) or Reproduction Cost 
New of the improvements
3. Estimate the amount of accrued depreciation and obsolescence*
4. Subtract estimated depreciation/obsolescence from estimated 
Improvements
5. Add the value of the land

Appraisal Theory, depreciation is defined as the 
loss from the upper limit of value from all causes 

(except depletion) of property having a limited 
economic life. 

75
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In the cost approach, depreciation means 
accrued depreciation,

the difference between reproduction or 
replacement cost new of an improvement and 
its market value as of the date of the appraisal

Accrued Depreciation = RCN - Market Value of 
Improvements.

76

NRS 361.227 (1)(b) 

Depreciation of an improvement made on real 
property must be calculated at 1.5 percent of 

the cost of replacement for each year of 
adjusted actual age of the improvement to a 

maximum of 50 years

1.5% max 50 Years

77

Physical
Curable & Incurable

Functional
Curable & Incurable

Economic
Usually Incurable

78
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Accrued depreciation
Diminished utility
Physical deterioration
Functional obsolescence
Cost to cure
Effective age
Remaining economic life
Total economic life (life span)

Deferred Maintenance
Basic Structure
Deficiency
Superadequacy/Overimprovement
Observed condition method
Age-life method
Engineering breakdown method
Economic obsolescence

TERMS

79

Physical deterioration

loss in value due to wear and 
tear, age, forces of nature, 

use and above, pests…

80

Physical deterioration

Curable or Incurable?

IS IT WORTH FIXING?
Cost <= Value added

81
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Functional Obsolescence

Curable or Incurable?

Does it make sense to invest effort or money to 
fix the problem? – Curable

If its physically or economically impractical to 
correct, then? – Incurable

IS IT WORTH FIXING?
Cost <= Value added

82

Economic (or external) Obsolescence

Curable or Incurable?

Usually Incurable – External

83

NRS 361.229

The actual age of each improvement made on a parcel 
of land must be adjusted, for the purpose of computing 
depreciation, when any addition is made or replacement 

is made whose cost, added to the cost of any prior 
replacements, is at least 10 percent of the cost of 

replacement of the improvement after the work is done. 
For the purposes of this section, “replacement” does not 
include changing or adding finish or covering to floors 
or walls, changing or adding small appliances, or other 

normal maintenance of the improvement in a good 
condition.

84
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Actual Age = total number of  years from the year of  the 
construction to the year of  the lien date for the taxes 
which it affects

Age = chronological age; year built

Adjusted Actual Age = Weighted age 

Per Nevada Law:

86

Adjusted Age Calculation

Two Methods

1) Square Foot

2) Cost

Both are as compared to new total 
(10% after work is done)

COST
1,000 
to 
1,100

$60/SF 20 yr

Under 
1,000

$65/SF 5yr

35 X 30 = 1,050

35 X 20 = 700

1,750

1,050 700 1,750

X 60 X 65

63,000 + 45,500 = 108,500

63,000 ÷ 108,500 = 0.5806 x 20 = 11.612

45,500 ÷ 108,500 = 0.4194 x 5 + 2.097

13.709 Yrs

87

35

garage

35
20

10
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SF
1,000 
to 
1,100

$60/SF 20 yr

Under 
1,000

$65/SF 5yr

1,050 ÷ 1,750 = 0.60 X 20YR = 12yr
750 ÷ 1,750 = 0.4286 X 5YR = 2.14yr

14.14YR

SF 14.14 Yrs

Cost 13.709 Yrs

Rounded 
to 

14 Yrs

88

35

garage

35
20

10

Per Appraisal Theory:

89

Effective Age = the difference between economic life and 
remaining economic life of the structure, how old the home 
appears to be; SUBJECTIVE. 

Economic Life = also called average life, effective life or 
useful life.

Remaining Economic Life = estimated period over which existing 
improvements are expected to continue to contribute economically to 
property value.

NRS 361.227 - Determination of 

taxable value
5. The computed taxable value of  any property must not 
exceed its full cash value. Each person determining the 
taxable value of  property shall reduce it if  necessary to 
comply with this requirement. A person determining 
whether taxable value exceeds that full cash value or 
whether obsolescence is a factor in valuation may 
consider:

• (a) Comparative sales, based on prices actually paid in 
market transactions.

• (b) A summation of the estimated full cash value of the land 
and contributory value of the improvements.

• (c) Capitalization of the fair economic income expectancy or 
fair economic rent, or an analysis of the discounted cash flow.

90
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Land Description & Valuation

91

Real Estate: Physical land and 
everything permanently 
attached to it.

Real Property: Sum of the 
tangible and intangible rights 
in land and improvements

92

Land”  The surface of the earth and 
including an inverted pyramid to the 
center of the earth and up into the sky.

93

Lot and Block
Legal description is by reference to a 
recorded map or “plat map”

Book and page of recorded map

Lot and block as identified on the map
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94

Note some of the features, 
-Streets
-Parcel numbers
-Measurements of actual parcels
-Size of parcels
-Parcel numbering and block numbering
-Remember the primary user of parcel maps is the assessor
-The level of detail may vary between counties but the basic 
information should be present

Subdivision Lot 
numbers:  per the 
map

Parcel numbers:  
next highest within 
the block

175-18

95

Township—approximately a 6-mile 
square area of land (6mi x 6mi which 
gives you 36 sq miles), a township 
contains 36 sections which equals 36 sq 
miles (each section is 1 sq mile) 

96

Section—approximately a 1-mile square area 
of land
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97

1 acre = 43,560 square feet

98

Square
Foot

Front 
FootAcre

Site Buildable 
Units

Units of Comparison

99

Terms

Frontage

Assemblage 
& Plottage

Surplus & 
Excess

Valuation 
Tables

4-3-2-1 Rule

65 / 35 Rule

Units of 
Comparison

Depth

Terms
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100

Sales 
Comparison

Abstraction

Subtract!

Allocation

Ratio!

Capitalization 
of Ground Rent

Land Residual 
Technique

IRV likes BLTs

Cost of 
Development

Six Methods of Valuation

101

Sales Comparison

Most Reliable

Comparable Sales

Units of Comparison

Adjustments

102

Appreciation
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103

Market rent is the rent that the 
property is capable of producing, 
given its location, size and other 
physical characteristics, supply and 
demand factors and typical lease 
terms given knowledgeable and 
prudent owners and tenants. Justified 
by comparable rental properties.

104

Contract rent is 
the actual rent 
paid by the tenant 
as set out in the 
lease or contract.

105

Excess rent is the difference 
between the contract rent and 
the economic rent in situations 
where the contract rent is greater 
than market or economic rent.
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106

Overage rent is rent over and above the 
minimum rent in a percentage lease. %

107

NNN – Triple Net Lease

Tenant is responsible for 
paying all operating 

expenses associated with a 
property

PGI
- Vacancy and collection loss
+ Other income

EGI
- Typical operating expenses
- Reserves for replacement

NOI

108
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Expense Item
Use as Stated 

(A)
Pro‐Rate 

(B)
Eliminate 

(C)

A Management Fee

B Repairs

C Miscellaneous

D Utilities

E Interest on mortgage

F Principal on mortgage

G New roof

H Insurance fire (3‐year policy)

I Insurance Liability (1‐year policy)

J janitor's Salary

K Painting Exterior

L Purchase of 4 new refrigerators

M Purchase of 2 new range/ovens

N Supplies

O Corporate income taxes

P Red Cross donation

Q Carpet replacement (6 units)

R Redecorate 7 apartment units

S Real Estate Taxes

T Employee's Health Policy (1‐year)

Direct Capitalization

I is the NOI

R is the Cap Rate

V is the Property Value 
(Sales Price)

Rate = I / V

Value = I / R

NOI = R x V

110

• IRV Equations:
– Income / Rate = Value
– Income / Value = Rate
– Rate * Value = Income

• VIF or VRM Equations:
– Value / Income = GIM
– GIM * Income = Value
or
– Value / Rent = GRM
– GRM * Rent = Value

111
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Development of Overall Rate
Market Comparison

Uses IRV

NOI / Property Value (Sales Price) = 
Overall Rate

112

Development of Overall Rate (RO)
Band of Investment

Uses Mortgage Constant (RM) and 
Equity Dividend Rate (RE)

RO = % mortgage * RM + % equity * RE

113

Development of Overall Rate (RO)
Band of Investment

% of Investment Rate Contribution

Debt
Equity
Totals 100% Overall Rate

114
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Development of Overall Rate (RO)
Band of Investment

% of Investment Rate Contribution

Debt
Equity
Totals 100% Overall Rate

115

70% LTV; Mortgage Rate  9%
Equity Rate     11%

Development of Overall Rate (RO)
Band of Investment

% of Investment Rate Contribution

Debt .70 .09 .063
Equity
Totals 100% Overall Rate

116

70% LTV; Mortgage Rate  9%
Equity Rate     11%

Development of Overall Rate (RO)
Band of Investment

% of Investment Rate Contribution

Debt .70 .09 .063
Equity .30 .11 .033
Totals 100% Overall Rate

117

70% LTV; Mortgage Rate  9%
Equity Rate     11%
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Development of Overall Rate (RO)
Band of Investment

% of Investment Rate Contribution

Debt .70 .09 .063
Equity .30 .11 .033
Totals 100% Overall Rate .096

9.6%

118

70% LTV; Mortgage Rate  9%
Equity Rate     11%

Calculation of an Effective Tax Rate

E

A x T
E:  Effective Tax Rate
A:  Assessment Ratio
T:  Nominal Tax Rate

ETR = Assessment Ratio * Tax Rate

119

Direct Capitalization Converting an 
estimate of a single 
year’s income into 

an indication of 
value

120
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Direct Capitalization

Using a Multiplier

GIM = Value (Sales Price) / Gross 
Income

Value = Gross Income * Multiplier

121

Direct Capitalization

Using a Multiplier

GIM = Value (Sales Price) / Gross 
Income

Value = Gross Income * Multiplier

122

123

7,000 SF Industrial Property; $1.25/SF/Month; Inferior to the Market

Typical Market Rent is $1.50/SF/Month; GIM is 6.5

What is the amount of functional obsolescence?
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124

7,000 SF Industrial Property; $1.25/SF/Month; Inferior to the Market

Typical Market Rent is $1.50/SF/Month; GIM is 6.5

What is the amount of functional obsolescence?

$1.25/SF/Month = $15/SF/Year
$1.50/SF/Month = $18/SF/Year

125

7,000 SF Industrial Property; $1.25/SF/Month; Inferior to the Market

Typical Market Rent is $1.50/SF/Month; GIM is 6.5

What is the amount of functional obsolescence?

$1.25/SF/Month = $15/SF/Year
$1.50/SF/Month = $18/SF/Year

7,000 x $15 = $105,000
7,000 x $18 = $126,000

126

7,000 SF Industrial Property; $1.25/SF/Month; Inferior to the Market

Typical Market Rent is $1.50/SF/Month; GIM is 6.5

What is the amount of functional obsolescence?

$1.25/SF/Month = $15/SF/Year
$1.50/SF/Month = $18/SF/Year

7,000 x $15 = $105,000
7,000 x $18 = $126,000

$126,000 - $105,000 = $21,000
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127

7,000 SF Industrial Property; $1.25/SF/Month; Inferior to the Market

Typical Market Rent is $1.50/SF/Month; GIM is 6.5

What is the amount of functional obsolescence?

$1.25/SF/Month = $15/SF/Year
$1.50/SF/Month = $18/SF/Year

7,000 x $15 = $105,000
7,000 x $18 = $126,000

$126,000 - $105,000 = $21,000

$21,000 x 6.5(GIM) = $136,500

Land Residual Technique

NOI – Building Income = Land Income
(income residual to the land)

Land income / Land Rate = Land Value

9/19/2017 128

Land Residual Technique

I R V
B

L

T

129

NEED…
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Overall Rate
Weighted average of Land and Building Rates

And ALWAYS between the two…

% of Value Rate Contribution

Land
Building
Totals 100% Overall Rate

130

Sales Comparison
Problem

You are appraising a vacant commercial parcel 
measuring 120’ x 225’.  The subject is a corner parcel 
located in the south.  You have identified 4 
comparables with indicated adjustments as follows:

Time Adj. 1% per month
Corner Influence +15%
North Location +10%
South Location -10%

Using the following sales grid, what is the 
value of the subject on a price per square 
foot?

Sales Comparison
Problem

Subject Sale #1 Sale #2 Sale #3
Location South North South South

Size 120’ x 225’ 115’ x 220’ 110’ x 250’ 100’ x 210’

Corner Yes Yes No No

Sale Price n/a $40,480 $34,375 $25,200

Sq Ft
$/Sq Ft

Sale Date n/a 3 months 2 months 5 months

Time Adj $/ sq ft

Location South

Corner Yes
Net % Adj

Net $ Adj

Ind. Value/ sq ft
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Sales Comparison
Problem (Solution)

Subject Sale #1 Sale #2 Sale #3

Location South North South South

Size 120’ x 225’ 115’ x 220’ 110’ x 250’ 100’ x 210’

Corner Yes Yes No No

Sale Price n/a $40,480 $34,375 $25,200
Sq Ft 27,000 25,300 27,500 21,000

$/Sq Ft 1.60 1.25 1.20

Sale Date n/a 3 months 2 months 5 months

Time Adj $/ sq ft + 3%
1.65

+ 2%
1.28

+ 5%
1.26

Location South - 10% 0 0

Corner Yes 0 + 15% + 15%

Net % Adj - 10% + 15% + 15%

Net $ Adj - 0.17 + 0.19 + 0.19

Ind. Value/ sq ft $1.47 psf or
$39,690 1.49 1.47 1.45

10,000 SF Industrial Warehouse
15 Years Old
2.0 Acres
Current RCN = $65
Improvements Actual Age = 10 Yrs
Building to Land Ratio 3:1
What is the allocated Land Value under Nevada Law?

134

10,000 SF Industrial Warehouse
15 Years Old
2.0 Acres
Current RCN = $65
Improvements Actual Age = 10 Yrs
Building to Land Ratio 3:1
What is the allocated Land Value under Nevada Law?

135

10,000 x $65 x .85 = $552,500
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10,000 SF Industrial Warehouse
15 Years Old
2.0 Acres
Current RCN = $65
Improvements Actual Age = 10 Yrs
Building to Land Ratio 3:1
What is the allocated Land Value under Nevada Law?

136

10,000 x $65 x .85 = $552,500

$552,500 ÷ 3 = $184,167

10,000 SF Industrial Warehouse
15 Years Old
2.0 Acres
Current RCN = $65
Improvements Actual Age = 10 Yrs
Building to Land Ratio 3:1
What is the allocated Land Value under Nevada Law?

137

10,000 x $65 x .85 = $552,500

$552,500 ÷ 3 = $184,167

$184,167 ÷ (43,560 x 2) = $2.11/SF

An Apartment Complex has a PGI of $325,000 and a 10% 
vacancy & credit loss. With an expense ratio of 39%, what is the 
NOI?

If the market indicates a capitalization rate of 8.0%, what is the 
indicated value?

138
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An Apartment Complex has a PGI of $325,000 and a 10% 
vacancy & credit loss. With an expense ratio of 39%, what is the 
NOI?

If the market indicates a capitalization rate of 8.0%, what is the 
indicated value?

139

$325,000 x .10 = $32,500
EGI = $325,000 - $32,500 = $292,500

An Apartment Complex has a PGI of $325,000 and a 10% 
vacancy & credit loss. With an expense ratio of 39%, what is the 
NOI?

If the market indicates a capitalization rate of 8.0%, what is the 
indicated value?

140

$325,000 x .10 = $32,500
EGI = $325,000 - $32,500 = $292,500

Expense Ratio of 39%
39% x $292,500 = $114,075
$292,500 - $114,075 = $178,425 = NOI

An Apartment Complex has a PGI of $325,000 and a 10% 
vacancy & credit loss. With an expense ratio of 39%, what is the 
NOI?

If the market indicates a capitalization rate of 8.0%, what is the 
indicated value?

141

$325,000 x .10 = $32,500
EGI = $325,000 - $32,500 = $292,500

Expense Ratio of 39%
39% x $292,500 = $114,075
$292,500 - $114,075 = $178,425 = NOI

$178,425 ÷ 8.0% = $2,230,313 Value
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Determine Total Taxable Value

Actual Age 25 years
Adjusted Actual Age 15 years
Effective Age 12 years
RCN $150,000
Land Value $75,000

142

Determine Total Taxable Value

Actual Age 25 years
Adjusted Actual Age 15 years
Effective Age 12 years
RCN $150,000
Land Value $75,000

143

Use Adjusted Actual Age
15 years x 1.5%/year = .2250

Determine Total Taxable Value

Actual Age 25 years
Adjusted Actual Age 15 years
Effective Age 12 years
RCN $150,000
Land Value $75,000

144

Use Adjusted Actual Age
15 years x 1.5%/year = .2250

.2250 x $150,000 = $33,750
$150,000 - $33,750 = $116,250 improvement value
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Determine Total Taxable Value

Actual Age 25 years
Adjusted Actual Age 15 years
Effective Age 12 years
RCN $150,000
Land Value $75,000

145

Use Adjusted Actual Age
15 years x 1.5%/year = .2250

.23 x $150,000 = $33,750
$150,000 - $33,750 = $116,250 improvement value

$116,250 + $75,000 = $191,250 Taxable Value

Determine Total Taxable Value

Actual Age 25 years
Adjusted Actual Age 15 years
Effective Age 12 years
RCN $150,000
Land Value $75,000

146

Use Adjusted Actual Age
15 years x 1.5%/year = .2250

.23 x $150,000 = $33,750
$150,000 - $33,750 = $116,250 improvement value

$116,250 + $75,000 = $191,250 Taxable Value

What is the assessed Value? $191,250 x .35 = $66,938

A building with 6” thick outside walls measures 60’ by 80’ on 
the inside. What is the land area covered, in square feet?

147

80’

60’
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A building with 6” thick outside walls measures 60’ by 80’ on 
the inside. What is the land area covered, in square feet?

148

80’

60’

61’ x 81’ = 4,941’

149

According to Marshall & Swift, what classification has 
reinforced concrete fire-resistant frames and concrete or 
masonry fireproofed floors and roofs?

Standard Lot Depth = 100’
Depth Table applies a 115% factor for 125’ depth
Ratio for Triangular lot equals 65% - 35%
Front Foot Value equals $125 per foot
What is the parcel value?

150

25’ 25’

125’

95’
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Standard Lot Depth = 100’
Depth Table applies a 115% factor for 125’ depth
Ratio for Triangular lot equals 65% - 35%
Front Foot Value equals $125 per foot
What is the parcel value?

70’ x $125 x 65% = $5,687.50

151

25’ 25’

125’

95’
25’ 70’

Standard Lot Depth = 100’
Depth Table applies a 115% factor for 125’ depth
Ratio for Triangular lot equals 65% - 35%
Front Foot Value equals $125 per foot
What is the parcel value?

70’ x $125 x 65% = $5,687.50
25’ x $125 x 115% = $3,593.75

152

25’ 25’

125’

95’
25’ 70’

Standard Lot Depth = 100’
Depth Table applies a 115% factor for 125’ depth
Ratio for Triangular lot equals 65% - 35%
Front Foot Value equals $125 per foot
What is the parcel value?

70’ x $125 x 65% = $5,687.50
25’ x $125 x 115% = $3,593.75

$4,687.50 + $3,593.75 = $9,281.25

153

25’ 25’

125’

95’
25’ 70’
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Determine Property Value using the land residual method.
Building Value $300,000
NOI $42,000
Discount Rate 7.5%
Recapture Rate 2.0%
Nominal Tax Rate $3.25 per $100 assessed value
Assessment Ratio 35%

154

I R V
B
L
T

Determine Property Value using the land residual method.
Building Value $300,000
NOI $42,000
Discount Rate 7.5%
Recapture Rate 2.0%
Nominal Tax Rate $3.25 per $100 assessed value
Assessment Ratio 35%

155

I R V
B $300,000
L
T $42,000

Determine Property Value using the land residual method.
Building Value $300,000
NOI $42,000
Discount Rate 7.5%
Recapture Rate 2.0%
Nominal Tax Rate $3.25 per $100 assessed value
Assessment Ratio 35%

156

I R V
B 10.64 $300,000
L
T $42,000

7.5% + 2.0% + ($3.25x35%) = 10.64
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Determine Property Value using the land residual method.
Building Value $300,000
NOI $42,000
Discount Rate 7.5%
Recapture Rate 2.0%
Nominal Tax Rate $3.25 per $100 assessed value
Assessment Ratio 35%

157

I R V
B $31,920 10.64 $300,000
L
T $42,000

7.5% + 2.0% + ($3.25x35%) = 10.64
$300,000 x .1064 = $31,920

Determine Property Value using the land residual method.
Building Value $300,000
NOI $42,000
Discount Rate 7.5%
Recapture Rate 2.0%
Nominal Tax Rate $3.25 per $100 assessed value
Assessment Ratio 35%

158

I R V
B $31,920 10.64 $300,000
L 8.64
T $42,000

7.5% + 2.0% + ($3.25x35%) = 10.64
$300,000 x .1064 = $31,920
7.5% + ($3.25x35%) =8.64

Determine Property Value using the land residual method.
Building Value $300,000
NOI $42,000
Discount Rate 7.5%
Recapture Rate 2.0%
Nominal Tax Rate $3.25 per $100 assessed value
Assessment Ratio 35%

159

I R V
B $31,920 10.64 $300,000
L $10,080 8.64
T $42,000

7.5% + 2.0% + ($3.25x35%) = 10.64
$300,000 x .1064 = $31,920
7.5% + ($3.25x35%) =8.64
$42,000 - $31,920 = $10,080
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Determine Property Value using the land residual method.
Building Value $300,000
NOI $42,000
Discount Rate 7.5%
Recapture Rate 2.0%
Nominal Tax Rate $3.25 per $100 assessed value
Assessment Ratio 35%

160

I R V
B $31,920 10.64 $300,000
L $10,080 8.64 $116,667
T $42,000

7.5% + 2.0% + ($3.25x35%) = 10.64
$300,000 x .1064 = $31,920
7.5% + ($3.25x35%) =8.64
$42,000 - $31,920 = $10,080/.0864=$116,667

Determine Property Value using the land residual method.
Building Value $300,000
NOI $42,000
Discount Rate 7.5%
Recapture Rate 2.0%
Nominal Tax Rate $3.25 per $100 assessed value
Assessment Ratio 35%

161

I R V
B $31,920 10.64 $300,000
L $10,080 8.64 $116,667
T $42,000 $416,667

$300,000 + $116,667 = $416,667

Two Acres of land sell for $0.45/SF. If the site is 625’ 
deep, what is its per-front-foot sale price, rounded to 
the nearest dollar?

162

625’
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Two Acres of land sell for $0.45/SF. If the site is 625’ 
deep, what is its per-front-foot sale price, rounded to 
the nearest dollar?

163

43,560 SF x 2 = 87,120
87,120 x $0.45 = $39,204

625’

Two Acres of land sell for $0.45/SF. If the site is 625’ 
deep, what is its per-front-foot sale price, rounded to 
the nearest dollar?

164

43,560 SF x 2 = 87,120
87,120 x $0.45 = $39,204

625’

139.39’
(87,120 SF ÷ 625’)

Two Acres of land sell for $0.45/SF. If the site is 625’ 
deep, what is its per-front-foot sale price, rounded to 
the nearest dollar?

165

43,560 SF x 2 = 87,120
87,120 x $0.45 = $39,204

625’

139.39’
(87,120 SF ÷ 625’)

$39,204 ÷ 139.39’ = $281.25 
Rounded to $280 
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Questions?

166
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Notes _ Not for presentation
• 12/18/2017 – removed some of the 

“obvious” test question slides and 
“elephants”

• 3/7/2018 – removed dates
• 4/5/2018 –deleted obvious slides

169


